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In ([3]; also [5]) I. K. Herstein gave a construction associating with any 
Jordan ideal J in a Jordan algebra of the form A+ an associative ideal B in 
the associative algebra A. He used this to show that if A was simple, so was 
A-:-. In ([4]; also [5]) he gave an analogous construction associating with 
any Jordan idcal J in the Jordan algebra 11(/f, *) of *-symmetric elements 
an associative *-ideal B in the associative algebra A with involution *. This 
was used to show (in characteristic f 2) that if A was *-simple then H(A, *) 
was simple. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that his constructions can also be 
used to relate the radicals of A!- or H(A, *) with that of A. Specifically me 
will prove 
THEOREM 1. If A is an associatke algebra then the Jacobson radical 
Rad A of A coincides with the Jacobson radical Rad A+ of the Jordan akebra A-!-, 
Rad A = Rad A 1.. 
THEOREM 2. If A is an associative algebra then the nil radical N(A) of A 
coincides with the nil radical N(A+) qf the Jordan algebra A+, N(A) = ,!‘(A+). 
THEOREM 3. If A is an associative algebra with involution * then the 
Jacobson radical of the Jordan algebra H(A, *) of symmetric elements Zs 
Rad U(A, *) = H(A, *) n Rad A. 
We will also extend Professor Herstein’s simplicity theorems to the 
characteristic 2 cast. 
1. PlELIivIIKaI*Iss 
Throughout this note A denotes an associative algebra (not necessarily 
unitdl) over a commutative associative ring @ of scalars. (If A is a ring, 
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CD is just the integers, while for linear algebras it is a field). For convenience 
in forming principal ideals we will frequently make use of the algebra 
A’==@1 +a 
obtained by adjoining a unit to A (in case it doesn’t already have one). 
.An involution on 4 extends in a natural waq’ to one on A’, and similarly an 
ideal (or Jordan ideal) in A remains one in A’. 
\Ve are using the notion of quadratic Jordan algebra introduced in [I]; 
the fundamental operations arc a cubic composition. IYzy and a quadratic 
composition x2. If .4 is an associative algebra we get a Jordan algebra, denoted 
A+: by taking 
iY?& y :-= xyx, 2 = xx. 
The linearized compositions are denoted 
LT$,, y :I:; (x y z} :::= xyz -.y.. qw, x 0 x := .Tx -+ ,zx!. 
Any Jordan subalgebra of an algebra A+ (i.e. a subspace closed under Z!, y 
and x2) is called a special Jordan algebra. If A has an involution * then the 
subspace H(A, *) of *-symmetric elements forms a special Jordan algebra. 
An ideal in a Jordan algebra J is a subspacc K such that UJK, LrKJ, K’, 
K o J are all contained in K. More succinctly, using the algebra J’ obtained 
by adjoining a unit, the conditions amount to 
UJ,K c K, UK J’ C K. (1) 
If J C A’- is special this means all xzx, xxz, 9, xx + xx belong to K for 
x E J, a E K. If K is an ideal in J then anq’ (Jordan) product involving at 
least one factor from K will fall back in K; for example, {a x yj E K if 
x,yE JandxEK. 
In a special Jordan algebra, an clement x has a (Jordan) inverse y if and 
only if y is the (associative) inverse of x. Similarl!, 7 x is quasi-inaevtible (or 
quasi-regular) with quasi-inverse y in the special Jordan algebra if and only 
if it is in the associative algebra, i.e. if 1 - x has inverse 1 -y (in .A’). 
We will USC q.i. as an abbreviation of “quasi-invertible”; a sobspace is q.i. 
if all its clemcnts are q.i. The J ace 6 son radical of an associative or Jordan 
algebra is the maximal q.i. idcal, and the nil radical is the madmal nil idea! 
(see [I]). 
2. ‘I’IIE FIRST CONSTRI;CTIO~ 
This construction involves the relation between Jordan ideals in A-+ and 
associative ideals in A. Xote that any associative ideal is necessarily a Jordan 
ideal, but not conversely. 
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THE FIRST HEKSTBIN CONSTRUCTION. Let A be an associative algebra 
and J a Jordan ideal in A-l-. Then 
(i) If b” + 0 for some 6 E 1 then the principal ideal B = A’6sA’ 
generated by b* is a nonzero associative ideal of A contained in J. 
(ii) If b* = 0 for all 6 E J then for any 6 # 0 in J the principal ideal 
R = A’6A’ generated by 6 is a nonzero associative ideal of A (not necessarily 
contained in J) with B3 = 0. 
COROLLARY. If A is a semiprime associative algebra then every nonzero 
Jordan ideal J of A+ contains a nonzero associative ideal B of A. 
THEOREM 4. A is simple as an associative algebra if and only if A+- is 
simple as a Jordan algebra. 
Proof of the construction: we first claim that for any b E J 
bA’bA’ C J 
A’b2A’ C J. 
The first follows from 
(2) 
(3) 
bxby = bx(by) + (by) xb - b( yx) b 
-= (b x by} + &( yx) C {J A’ A’} + UJA’ C J, 
so the second follows from 
xh2y = (xb + bx)(by) -I- (by)(bx $ xb) - bxby -‘- bybx 
- b( yx) b E (A’ 0 J) 0 A’ .- bA’bA’ - bA’bA’ - LI;A’ C J. 
Part (i) is just (3); for part (ii), if b2 = 0 for all b E J then ab + ba = 0 
for all a, b E J so that bA’bA’b = (bA’bA’) b = -b(bA’bA’) = 0 by (2) 
since b* = 0. Clearly this implies B = A’bA’ has B3 = 0. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Since Rad A (meaning the Jacobson radical or the nil radical respectively) 
is an associative ideal in A it is certainly also a Jordan ideal in A+, whose. 
elements are q.i. (or nilpotent) in 8+ since they are q.i. (or nilpotent) in A, so 
Rad A C Rad A+. 
The hard part is the other direction. It will be enough if the image Rad A+- of --- 
Rad A+ in A = AjRad A is zero. Now Rad A 3. C Rad A+ since the 
homomorphic image of a q.i. (or nil) ideal is again a q.i. (or nil) ideal, so it 
will be enough if Rad A+ = 0. Thus we have reduced Theorem 1 (or 2) to 
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THEOREM 1'. 3 is semisimple as an associative algebra if and only if B j- 
is semisimple as a Jordan algebra. 
r~HEOREIU 2’. B is free of nil (associative) ideals ;f and only ;f B-k is free 
of nil (Jordan) ideals. 
Proof. We have just seen one direction, B-l- semisimple (or free of nil 
ideals) implies B semisimple (or free of nil ideals). The other way, if 3’ 
is semisimple (or free of nil ideals) then Rad B-i. is a Jordan ideal in the 
semisimple (or nil-free), hence semiprime, associative algebra B. 13~ the 
Corollary to the First Herstein Construction, if Rad B-t were nonzero it 
would contain a nonzero associative ideal C. Then a!1 elements of C are q.I,. 
(or nilpotent) since the elements of Rad B-l- are. But since 13 is semisimpie 
(or nil-free) it can’t contain any nonzcro q.i. (or nil) ideals, so Rad B+ mwt 
be zero. 
This proof works quite generally. Suppose we have some category of 
algebras, and soxle property P of such algebras. say .P is a radicalprqperly if 
(i) homomorphic images of I-‘-algebras are I-‘-a!gcbras 
(ii) any ideal in a P-algebra is a P-algebra 
(iii) if B is an ideal in A such that B and A;B are P-algebras, then A 
is a P-algebra. 
The I>-radical R,(A) is the maximal P-ideal ( f i such exists); when it exists 
one has f~p(-A/i?p(A)) = 0. Any finite sum of P-ideals is again a P-ideal; 
say that P is sumnza6le if an arbitrary snm of P-ideals is a P-ideal. In this 
case the P-radical always exists (as the sum of all P-ideals). In ow case, 
suppose that P is a summable radical property for associative algebras and I’ :- 
a surnmable radical property for Jordan algebras which “correspond” in 
the sense that an associative algebra A has P if and only if the Jordan algebra 
Ai- has P-h-. Assume also that .P is strong enough to include nil.potent ideals: 
if Aa -1~: 0 then A is a I-‘-algebra. Then the proof of Theorems ! and 2 
carries over, mutatus mutandus, to show that the P-radical of .A coincides 
with the P-y-radical of A-+, 
4. THE SECOXD CONSTRUCTION 
For the second construction we consider an associative algebra d with 
involution * and relate the *-ideals (i.e. *-invariant ideals) in the associative 
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algebra A to Jordan ideals in the Jordan algebra H : H(A, *). If B is 
a *-ideal it turns out that the kernel 
of the idcal B plays a more important role than the space 
H(B) = H(Z3, *) = ZZ n B 
of all *-symmetric elements in B. Note that K(B) C II(B) since B is a 
*-ideal. If -A E @ (for example, if r9 is a field of characteristic # 2) then 
K(R) = H(B) since any b == b* in H(B) may be written b = i(h -k b*) E K(B). 
We claim that K(B) is a Jordan ideal in t-f if B is a *-ideal in A. Recall 
the definition (1). Clearly UK&’ C K(B) since we even have bH’b* C K(B) 
for DEB, and UHjK(B) C K(B) since aK(R)a* CK(H) for SEA’ : 
a(b + b”) a* = (abn) + (ah)” = b” -+ b”* and a(bh’b*) a* = (ah) h’(ab)* =.= 
b’h’b’* for b’ = ah E B, b” = ah E B. 
Of special interest is the ideal K = K(A), the kernel of A. In well-behaved 
algebras WC have R = H. Indeed, WC will have K -= H if any of the following 
hold: 
(i) +E@ 
(ii) A has a unit 1 
(iiij * is an involution of the second kind 
(iv> * is the exchange involution on the direct sum A = B 0 13” 
of anti-isomorphic algebras B, B*. 
WC have already seen that if $- E @ then K = K(4) = 11(A) = Ii. For (ii), 
if 1 E A then any h = IhI* for h E R belongs to R. Both (iii) and (iv) follow 
since in these cases every symmetric element has the form a + a* for 
a E A-in case (iii) because there is a X in the centroid with X _‘- A* = 1, 
so R y- Ah + h*h = (MY) -I-- (Ah)* for any h E H, and in (iv) because any 
symmetric element has the form b @ b*. If I< $ H WC are in trouble, 
since any subspace lying between K and li’ is an ideal: 
If KC J C 13 then J is an ideal in N. (4) 
Referring to (1 ), note that rl;i1 l-- UH J C U&l C I< since any uHu* C K, 
J’ C H” C K since any au* E K, and J :) 1-I C K since for s E J, k E H we 
have x o h = xh .!- hz = (A) -1. (A)* E K. 
We will have occasion to consider objects more general than ideals. We say 
a subspace J C H is a kernel ideal if it is a Jordan subalgebra such that 
(in analogy with (I)) 
T/,K C J, UJ C I, JoKC J. 
Any Jordan ideal of H or any Jordan ideal of K is automatically a kern4 
ideal. 
In an algebra A with involution * a subspace I, of symmetric elcmcnts is 
tailed anz$~L if it contains all norms aa* and all tracts a + a* and if aLa* CL 
for ail a c A. The largest ample subspace is the space I-I itself, and the 
smal!est is the cow of A, the space K,,(A) spanned by the norms and tracts, 
For anv *-ideal .I3 in A WC can define the ewe of B to be J 
Ciearly K,,(B) C K(B), and the previous arguments show that .K,,(B) == 
K(B) = H(R) in cases (i), (iii), (iv). The a~~$& huli -4(S) of a subspace 
S C I-I is the smallest ample subspace K&A) -I-. S --i- xaEn uSa* containing 8’. 
R’e say J C H is a core ideal if it is an ideal in its ample hull; this is cquivalezt 
to the condition that J be a subalgebra with 
CKu.j C J U& c J JDk'OCJ Ij;(uJdj c J 
LT"Jn* J c J J 0 uJa* c J (J K;, uJa*]. c J 
{aJ@ J hJ.P) c J 
for all a, b E A. Any Jordan ideal or kernel ideal of II is a core ideal, as is 
any Jordan idcal of I(, . 
\17e now show that if J C 1.f is a Jordan idcal there is an associative *-ideal 
B whose kern4 K(B) is contained in J. 
TRII Seco~vn HERSWIY COKSTRIXTIOX. If 4 is an associative algebra 
with involution * and J is an ideal or kernel ideal in H(A, *) then 
(i) If 6cb + 0 for some b, c in J the principal idea! R = A'bcbA 
generated by hcb is a nonzcro associative *-idcal in A with K(Bj C J 
(ii) If bcb = 0 for all b, c in J but .I f 0 then d contains a nonzero 
nilpotent ideal. 
If J is merely a core id.eal the same conclusions hold except that in (i) me can 
only conchidc K&B) C J. 
CC)ROLI.ARY. If .A is a semiprime a[qebru z&h involution theu for any 
nonzero ideal or kernel ideal J ir! II(A, *) there is a nonxero associative *-ideal B 
i?i A z&h K(B) C J. If J is merely u core ideal then we can only conchdde 
K,(B) C J. 
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THEOREM 5. Let A be a *-simple associative algebra with involution. 
Then the kernel K(A) is a simple Jordan akebra. The Jordari ideals in H(A) 
are precisely all subspaces J lying between K(A) and H(A), K C J C H, so 
H(A, *) is a simple Jordan algebra if and only i;F H(A) = K(A). The core 
K,,(A) is also a simple Jordan algebra. 
The Corollary follows immediately from the Construction. To obtain the 
Theorem, let J be any nonzero kernel ideal in U (resp. core ideal in K,). 
Since A is *-simple it is semiprime, so by the Corollary there is a nonzero 
*-ideal R in A with K(B) C J (resp. K,(R) C J). Since A is *-simple, the only 
nonzero *-idcal is B = ;I, so K(4) C J (resp. K,(A) C J). This immediately 
shows K(A) (resp. K,(d)) is simple, since any nonzero ideal J in K(A) 
(resp. K,(B)) is a kernel ideal (rcsp. core ideal). It also shows K(A) C J 
for any nonzero ideal in I-I, so by (4) the ideals in H are precisely the 
K C J C II. 
Thus for *-simple A, K(A) is always simple, though H(A) may not be. 
No instance where K(A) # H(A) for *-simple A is known to the author, 
but it would not be surprising if such existed. It is easy to give examples 
where K,(A) f K(A): iet A be the algebra -QZ, of n x n matrices over a 
field D of characteristic 2, 0 = H, the prime ficid, * the transpose. Then 
K,,(A) is the set of all symmetric matrices whose diagonal entries lie in @, 
while K(A) = H(A) is all symmetric matrices. Thus K,,(A) == K(A) if and 
only if ,Q is perfect. 
Proof of the construction. Let J C I$ bc a kernel (resp. core) ideal. We first 
verify 
(bkb) x .-I- x*(bkb) E J if b E J, x E A’, k E K’ (resp. A(J)‘) (5) 
xbcbx* E J if 6, c E J and x E A’ (6) 
For (5), 
xbcby * -)- ybcbx* c J if b, c E J and X, y E A’. (7) 
(bkb) x -I- x*(bkb) = bk(bx .--I-- x*b) + (bX j-- x*b) kb - b(kx* --{- xk) b 
= (b k k,) - bk,b E J 
since b E J and k, = (bx) --.I- (bx)*, k, = (xk) .I- (xk)* E K,’ C K’. For (6), 
xbcbx” = (xb -$-- bx*) c(xb + bx”) ” xb(cx -+ x*c) b - b(cx -I- x*c) bx” 
+ (xbx”) cb --I- bc(xbx”) - b(x”cr) b 
= k,ck, - {x(bk,b) + (bk,b) x”] -j- (k3 c b) - bk,b E J 
by (5) since k, = (xb) + (xb)*, k, = (CX) + (CA)* E KY,, C K and k, = xbx*, 
k, = x*cx belong to K (resp. A(J)). Then (7) follows from (6) by linearization. 
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Consider B = A’bcbA’; since 6” = 6, c* ‘=:= c this is an associative 
*-ideal in A. Now R is spanned by all xbcby for ~,y in A’, so K(B) (resp. 
K,(R)) is spanned by all xhcby -+- y”bcbx*, (xbcby) k’(xbcby)* -=- xbc’bx* for 
c’ z:z (:by&yy*[jc = LTcub( yh’y”), and (xbcby)h’(zbcbw)* $ (xbcbw)h’(xbcby)* =: 
abcby ’ i--. y’“6cb.v” for y’ :--: yh’z+bcbz* where h’ E II’ (for K,(B) we take 
k’ ::-y 1). The first and third of these are in J by (7)? and the second is in j 
by (6) since c’ E J: if J is a kernel ideal this follows since yk’y” E IL’, and 
if J is a core ideal and h’ = 1 then yy* E K,‘. Hence K(B) C J (rcsp. 
K,(B) .C J j, proving (i). 
Finally, wc come to (ii). Suppose bcb --I 0 for all b, c 5 j; in particular 
b” = 0 for all b. ‘rhen by (5) [x(bkb) -+ (bkb) x*]” = 0 for al! x E A’; b E /, 
k E K’ (resp. A(J)‘). If we multiply on the left by x(6kb) we get 
0 = x(bkb)[x(bkb) $ (bkb) x*]~ 
= [x(bkb)]g 
since x(bkb) . (bkb) x* = 0 (by bkh”kb = bcb =: 0 where c -= kb”k E J if 
k E; K’ or A(J)’ resp.) and if y.z = 0 then y( y -L z)n ::= yM-r. Thus the left 
idcal B =z A’bkb is nil of index 4. Either some B is nonzero or else bkb == 0 
for all b E J, k E I<’ (resp. A(J)‘). In the latter case, for arbitrary Y E A’ 
w-e have k == x -t-- x* E I& C K’ so bxb :-:= -bx*b; but then (xb)3 = -+xbxbxb =: 
--xb(xbx*) 6 = 0 since xbx* E K (resp. A(J)), and A’b is a nil left ideal of 
index 3 which is nonzero if b f 0. In any case, if J f 0 then A contains 
some nonzero left idcal which is nil of index < 4. A theorem of Levitzki 
[see 5: p. I] says that if A contains a nonzero one-sided nil ideal of bounded 
index it contains a nonzero nilpotent ideal. This establishes (ii). 
5. I’wor: 01: TIIEO~UZM 3
Just as in Theorems 1 and 2, the easy direction is 11 n Rad A C Rad R 
(H = 11(/I, *)) since If n Rad A is a Jordan idcal in I-I whose elements are 
q.i. in H (any x E II n Rad A has a quasi-inverse ‘L! in A; but then X* is the 
quasi-inverse of z* = x, so by the uniqueness of the inverse w* :== w belongs 
to H, and z is q.i. ilz R). For the opposite direction it ,would sufice --- 
if Rad H :::= 0 in A =- A/Rad A. Since Rad A is a *-ideal, 3 inherits an . . 
involution *. Thus A is a semisimplc algebra with involution, and one is 
tempted to try to reduce Theorem 3 to 
If I3 is a semisimple associative algebra with involution * then R(B, *) 
is a semisimple Jordan algebra. 
(Note we don’t say “if and only if”; given any algebra of characteristic f- 2 
with involution such that H(A, *) is semisimple we can tack on a skew 
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subspace M to d to obtain an algebra B = A @ M with multiplication 
(a $ m)(a’ + m’) = aa’ and involution (a .-I- UZ)* :=: a* - m so that 
H(B, *> = H(A, *> is still semisimplc but B has grown a radical M). 
However, a slight hitch prevents us from reducing Thcorcm 3 to the above. _--_- 
As before we can argue that Rad H is a q.i. ideal in the homomorphic image 
f7 :.:- IIT(A, *), but to applythe abovc we would need it a q.i. ideal in II@, *>. 
Certainly 1&4, *) C 11(R, *), but in gcncral passage to B may introduce 
T-symmetric elements which don’t come from *-symmetric ones: the .--- 
condition ST = s is equivalent to a* --.- a :== 0 and thus to a* = a + z for 
z E Rad ~2. (This diiliculty doesn’t arise if 4 E @, since then any such a% = ii 
comes from the symmetric clement .&(a -1 a*) in A). 
However, Rad His a core ideal: it is an ideal in its ample hull since it is an _-- 
ideal in I!, which is an ample subspacc containing Rad I-Z and hence the -- 
ample hull A(Kad H). Indeed, the core K,(lgj is just the image K&4/) of the 
core of /l since both are spanned by the clcmcnts ii’ --I+ iiS =-: a. + a*, -- .- 
aaK = au* for a E 4. Clearlv 17 contains the core K,,(A) and Rad IT. It is 
ample since aHSS :=aHa”C IT. Thus Rad H is still a q.i. core ideal in 
R(2, z). Our arguments have shown that Thcorcm 3 will follow from the 
stronger result 
THEOREM 3’. lf B is a semisimple associative algebra with inoolution * 
then H(B, *) is semisimple as a Jordan a&ebra; more generally, H(B, *) 
contains no nonzero q.i. core ideals. 
This is really the only reason we bothered with core ideals in the Second 
Hcrstcin Construction: we needed a notion of ideal which was weak enough to ----- 
include I&4, *) and yet strong enough to carry through the construction. 
Before we can prove Theorem 3’ we need a lemma. 
LEMMA. If A is an associative algebra with incolution * then an element b 
is q.i. if and only if both b + b* - bb* and b -t b* .-- b*b are q.i. 
Proof. If b is q.i. so is b’#, and both 1 - b and 1 - b* are invertible. 
Then (1 - b)( 1 - b*) = I -- k and (1 - b*)(l - b) = 1 - k are invertible 
for k = b I. b’” .- bb*, h = b -1 b* -. /j*/j, so k and h are q.i. Conversely, 
if K and h arc q.i. then both (1 - b)(l - b*) and (1 --. b*)(l -- b) arc inver- 
tible, 1 - b has a right and a left inverse and is thus invertible, so b is q.i. 
COROLLARY. "fB iS a *- subakebra of A such that K,(B) is q.i. lhen B is q.i. 
Proof of ‘I’heorem 3’. Suppose J were a nonzcro core ideal in fl. Since B 
is semisimple it is semiprime, so by the Corollary to the Second Construction 
if J were nonaero there would be a nonzero associative *-ideal C in B with 
&(C) C j. But this is impossible, since then K,(C) would be q.i. and by 
the above corollary so would C, implying C C Rad 13 = 0. 
The proof WC have given will again apply to any summablc radical proper- 
ties P and f’-i for associative algebras with involution and Jordan algebras if 1’ 
and I-‘-+ “correspond” in the sense that if A has P then D(A) has P, and 
if K,(A) has P-- then A has P, and if P is strong enough to include nilpotent 
ideals. In particular, we could shorn that the nil radical M(H) of lf was just 
IV(E) := ?J n M(d) if we had an analogue of the above Lemma or its 
Corollar\i for nilpotent elements. 
<.)CBTION. Let B be an associative algebra with involution * such that 
all *-symmetric elcmcnts are nilpotent. Is i3 itself necessary nil I 
(Xotc ,that if every norm hb* is nilpotent then so is ever!- symmetric element A 
since 12” := Ah* is nilpotent). $7 the above Lemma such a L3 is necessarily a 
radical algebra. It is also not hard to shorn B contains nonzero nil onesidcd 
ideals. (11’~ can find z f 0 in B with sz” = 0 1~~ taking h :f 0 if bh” = 0 
or (~5b”j”-~ if (bh.) , * n 1 IL- 0 but (/lb*)” L-1 0. ‘rhcn ~2 5 B for a!! x E A’, 
so xz + (a~)* is nilpotent by hq’pothesis: (xz -$- a*.\**‘)” = 0. Then again 
z,@ = 0 gives 0 = x,z$.rz -i- z*x*)” = (x~)r~--l, so .:jl’z is a ylollzero nil left 
idcal). Thus the question would receive an affirmatii:e answer if the Roethe 
Conjecture were true. 
6. ALTERNATE PROOFS 
Recall that an element z E A is pro$wIy q.i. (p.q.i.) if sa is q.i. for all 
a E A. The radical consists prcciselv of the p.q.i. elements. 
Alternate Proof of l’heorem 1. We show directly that Rad ,4-I- C Rad A 
bji showing that all 2 E Rad A-’ arc p.q.i. To prow za is q.i. it sutIices if (~a)” 
is q.i.; but by (2) with b -= x, .I := Rad A+- wc see XUXCE is in Rad A!’ and 
hence certainly c1.i. 
.Altenznte Boof of Theomn 3. In case A has an involution WC shorv 
directly that Rad 11 C Rad A (H := /[(A, “)) by showing that all x E Rad 11 
are p.q.i., again bq’ verifying that (~a)” is q.i. l3~ the Lemma it wili bc enough 
if (~a)’ j- (~a)“* -.. (zn)a(~a)~* and (~‘a)* -I- (zLE)** --- (FX?)~~(Z~)~ are q.i. Rut 
@@ j (z@* = ZaxQ, --,.. a*Xa*z 
=: + 2- a”) x@ _I- a*x(a .+ (p) 2 ..- +y&) -.- (&a) z 
= (di,s) a j- a”(zh,z) - (zh, -;- h#) 
for 8, --- a --/-- a*, k, -:= u*zu E K, and by (j) both (&,x) a -+ u*(zk,z) and 
zk, -:- K,x belong to the ideal Rad I1 in Tf. Thus (~a)’ -I- (zn)“* E Had A!. 
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Therefore it will be enough if (zz~)a(za)~* and (z~>“*(xa)~ are q.i., and one 
of these mill be q.i. if and only if the other is. Rut (za)a(~~~)~* = z~zua%z*z = 
zlzz belongs to Rad H since x dots and h = azaa*za* belongs to H. Thus 
(~u)a(zu)~* is q.i., which finishes the proof that x is p.q.i. 
These proofs are a little more direct, but they cannot be applied to general 
radical properties P. For example, Theorem 2 cannot be proved in this way, 
since one doesn’t know whether the nil radical consists precisely of the proper- 
ly nilpotent elements (this is one form of the Koethe Conjecture). 
Another Proof of Theorem I. Theorem 1 is actually a special case of 
Theorem 3. If we take B to be the direct sum A @ Aa of A with its opposite 
algebra and take * to be the exchange involution then the map a -• a @ a 
is an isomorphism A+ ---f H(B, *), under which Rad A+ corresponds to 
H(B, *) n Rad B = H(B, *) n (Rad A $ Rad A) E (Rad A)+. 
The same argument can be applied to show A+ is simple when A is: in 
this case B is * -simple, and we have seen that K(B) == H(B), so the simplicity 
of K(B) implies that of A-+ g H(B). 
In general, results about A+ arc special cases of results about H(A, *). 
Thus it is not surprising that results for H(A, *) are harder to prove. 
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